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Math Made Easy
Calculus Made Easy by Silvanus P. Thompson and Martin Gardner has long been the most popular calculus primer, and this major revision of the classic math text makes the subject at hand still more comprehensible to readers of all levels. With a new introduction, three new chapters, modernized
language and methods throughout, and an appendix of challenging and enjoyable practice problems, Calculus Made Easy has been thoroughly updated for the modern reader.
Improve test scores, master "real world" math, and stop relying on your calculator! Math Made Easy is a fast and simple approach to mental math and quicker calculation. With sections for both mathophobes and mathletes alike, this unique book will transform the way you do math. This guide is filled
with practical tricks that will help you: - Calculate tips mentally with ease - Perform complex math problems entirely in your head - Transform seemingly difficult math into simple equations Do you consider yourself bad at math? There is no such thing as a bad student - only a bad teacher! It's time to
give yourself another chance by learning a new way to look at math. We start with addition and subtraction to rebuild your approach from the ground up. Or are you a math champ? Learn new tricks to do problems even faster and perform calculations in your head that will leave everyone impressed.
Are you planning to apply to college in the US? The redesigned SAT will include a no-calculator math section - it's going to be more important than ever to be able to do calculations quickly and effectively on your own. Applying to grad school? Good math skills are a must for the GRE and GMAT.
Plus, Math Made Easy is filled with practice questions to make sure you've got each technique down. As Socrates said, "Wisdom begins with wonder." Aren't you curious to see what you are capable of?
New Number Fun Maths Made Easy is a series of seven Mathematics books for Primer A, B and classes 1 to 5. The series is based on: • the NCERT syllabus and follows the vision of National Curriculum Framework (NCF) 2005 • the Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation (CCE) approach The
series emphasises on developing the thinking and reasoning skills among children. It connects mathematics with real-life situations. Books for Primer A, B, classes 1 and 2 are in workbook format. Enough practice has been provided so that children can master the subject. The ebook version does not
contain CD.
A Children's Bookshelf Selection: Each month our editor's pick the best books for children and young adults by age to be a part of the children's bookshelf. These are editorial recommendations made by our team of experts. Our monthly reading list includes a mix of bestsellers and top new releases
and evergreen books that will help enhance a child's reading life.
Quantum Mechanics - Math Made Easy
New Number Fun Maths Made Easy – 5
Grade 2
For a full understanding of what is going on in your retail business, you need retail math knowledge.
Business Mathematics Made Easy' 2007 Ed.

Specifically designed for second grade students, this home study workbook, carefully developed by educational advisors, conforms to U.S. educational curricula. Covers the entire range of
primary math learning with emphasis on multiplication, and includes a completion certificate, gold-star stickers, and a progress chart. Supports National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
Standards.
This book is aimed at students who are entering further and higher education and need to acquaint themselves with elementary mathematics or reacquaint themselves with mathematics that they
might have learned a little while before and forgotten. It is written assuming virtually no previous knowledge beyond the ability to count and it has an easy conversational style. The text
has copious amounts of worked examples and end-of-chapter exercises, which will enable you to test your understanding of the material. Answers to selected exercises are provided.
Let Carol Vorderman help you to succeed in your National End-Key-Stage Assessments for Maths. Follow the exercises then reward yourself with gold stars for your efforts! Get a head start in
Maths and be top of the class - "the more you practise, the better you'll be!" Carol Vorderman
New Number Fun Maths Made Easy-Primer B
New Number Fun Maths Made Easy – 1
4th Grade Math Made Easy
A Complete Guide in Ten Easy Lessons
A Simple and Structured Approach to Numeracy
Guided Math Made Easy, Grade 1
New Number Fun Maths Made Easy-Primer A
A Simplified Approach For Beginners& Can you multiply 231072 by 110649 and get the answer in just a single line? Can you find the cube root of 262144 or 704969 in two seconds? Can you predict the birth-date of a
person without him telling you? Can you predict how much money a person has without him telling you? Can you check the final answer without solving the question? Or, in a special case, get the final answer without
looking at the question? Can you solve squares, square roots, cube-roots and other problems mentally?All this and a lot more is possible with the techniques of Vedic Mathematics described in this book. The techniques are
useful for students, professionals and businessmen. The techniques of Vedic Mathematics have helped millions of students all over the world get rid of their fear of numbers and improve their scores in quantitative subjects.
Primary and secondary school students have found the Vedic mathematics approach very exciting. Those giving competitive exams like MBA, MCA, CET, UPSC, GRE, GMAT etc. have asserted that Vedic Mathematics has
helped them crack the entrance tests of these exams.
As an emergency care professional, you save lives every day. And, while physicians will order various medications to be administered, he or she may not know the strengths or amounts of medication you have available in
your ambulance. You, therefore, must convert what you have on hand into an equivalent dose to match the physician's orders. Paramedic Med-Math Made Easy provides step-by-step instructions for the most common, every
day formulas you'll use in the field. In its easy to understand format, you'll quickly grasp how to convert pounds to kilograms, teaspoons to milliliters, or grams to milligrams. With the equivalents and formulas laid out,
Paramedic Med-Math Made Easy then provides examples showing how formulas are used, along with guidelines to help you understand each calculation. Also included are practical-application problems and their answers.
Each scenario illustrates how the application or conversion should be set up, so you can clearly see and understand how the calculation works and where pitfalls may occur. Admittedly, you can choose among several math
formula methods to calculate proper doses to administer. Most important, though, is deciding what method works best for you-the one that prevents you from making any errors. Paramedic Med-Math Made Easy will help
you do just that.
Differentiate math instruction using Guided Math Made Easy for grade 3. This 96-page book includes large-group lessons that are paired with smaller, individualized mini-lessons at three levels of difficulty. The lessons
support NCTM standards, which allows for easy integration into an existing math curriculum. The book includes reproducibles and aligns with state, national, and Canadian provincial standards.
Paramedic Med-Math Made Easy
Problem Solving Made Easy Ages 9-11 Key Stage 2
New Number Fun Maths Made Easy – 4
Astrology Math Made Easy
Maths Made Easy Ages 10-11 Key Stage 2 Advanced
If you're brilliant at everything else, but lack confidence when it comes to maths, join Liz Strachan, a maths teacher with many, many years of experience, on this magical tour through the seeming mysteries of numbers, algebra and geometry. In the same
inimitable, entertaining way she did in her previous bestselling books, A Slice of Pi and Numbers Are Forever, Liz will take readers from number-phobics to mathematical know-it-alls in no time at all. Peppered with absolutely terrible maths jokes and quirkily
illustrated by Steven Appleby, this light-hearted but informative book will appeal to anyone with an enquiring mind.
Don't Panic! This workbook is designed to help you to overcome your fears about astrology math. If you didn't have at least some fears about learning how to calculate charts by hand, you wouldn't be reading this book. This is nothing to be ashamed of.
Unless you have kids in high school, the last time you were presented with an algebra problem was probably when you were in high school. And face it: you probably hated it then, too. This will be much easier for you than it was in high school. For one
thing, you're allowed (and even expected) to use a calculator here. Math is, in fact, your friend. Granted, it's the kind of friend that wakes you up in the middle of the night, raids your refrigerator and then passes out on your living room floor, but it's still your
friend. And if you're serious about learning astrology, you do have to be able to do the math-or at the very least understand how the math is done. This workbook will teach you all of the astrology math you will ever need.
Differentiate math instruction using Guided Math Made Easy for grade K. This 96-page book includes large-group lessons that are paired with smaller, individualized mini-lessons at three levels of difficulty. The lessons support NCTM standards, which allows
for easy integration into an existing math curriculum. The book includes reproducibles and aligns with state, national, and Canadian provincial standards.
This book helps bridge the gap between theoretical understanding and the mathematical representation. It offers graduate-level introduction to quantum mechanical concepts in mathematics. This book is suitable for individual study for ease of learning. This
book is inspired by the teachings of Dr. Bob Eagle on quantum mechanics.
New Number Fun Maths Made Easy – Primer A
A Quick Review of What You Forgot You Knew
Maths Made Simple
Math Made Simple
Maths Made Easy Numbers Preschool Ages 3-5
This book will give you all of the information you need to start using retail math with confidence. You will understand how to make the calculations and what to do with the answers you get. Here is a summary of what you get: Glossary and Definition of the Terms
Retail Metrics Key Performance Indicators Commonly Used Formulas Open to Buy - Definition, Formulas Sell-Thru Scenarios (Impact of price and gross margin on sales) Balanced Score Cards for Retail Managers Typical Profit / Loss Statement (often called P/L or
Operating Statement) Retail Math Quiz
Math is more accessible than ever with this handy guide to essential concepts. Using step-by-step instructions, handy illustrations, and engaging explanations, Math Made Simple communicates one of the toughest subjects to a new generation of students. This
colorful guide covers key topics taught in schools, and also inspires readers to dive further into the fascinating world of mathematics. Ten chapters cover the fundamental topics in mathematics, including statistics, measurements, and algebra. In addition, each
chapter contains short quizzes, allowing readers to test their progress. This guide will develop readers’ ability to solve problems and gain insight into how much mathematics shapes the world around them.
The series emphasises on developing the thinking and reasoning skills among children. It connects mathematics with real-life situations. Books for Primer A, B, classes 1 and 2 are in workbook format. Enough practice has been provided so that children can master
the subject.
PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book and you will need paper and a pencil to complete the exercises. Let Carol Vorderman help your child to succeed in Maths. Maths Made Easy includes notes and tips to make learning about Maths easy and fun! Follow
the exercises with your child, then reward them with stars for their efforts. Each title contains a progress chart so your child can keep track of all the exercises they have completed. A great way to improve your child's early maths skills - "the more you practice, the
better you'll be!" Carol Vorderman
Maths Made Easy Decimals Ages 9-11 Key Stage 2
Guided Math Made Easy, Grade K
Guided Math Made Easy, Grade 3
Vedic Mathematics Made Easy
New Number Fun Maths Made Easy – 3
Vedic System of mathematics is an ancient but coherent system of mathematics. It involves beautiful unification of all the calculation procedures based on simple rules and Principles in sixteen “Sutras”
(word-Formulas) as propounded by Swami Bharati Krishna Tirathji. Present system of competitive exams is calling shot at speedy accurate in problem-solving and mastery of Vedic mathematics can do wonders
for students appearing at different exams for example- CAT, MAT, Bank PO, LIC AAO, etc. Vedic Mathematics Made Easy is the scientific synchronization of 16 Sutras and its applications with the learning
pace & pattern of different categories of readers. It describes the natural thinking pattern of mind and provides appropriate solutions for intricate mathematical sums involving large calculations, in
minimum time frame. Each of the 21 chapters is followed by two exercises, one for practice and the other with previous years questions asked in Quantitative Aptitude Section of various competitive and
management entrances. Table of ContentSixteen Sutras of Vedic Mathematics: Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, Divisibility, Square and Square Roots, Cube and Cube Roots, Decimals,
Factorization, Highest Common Factor (HCF), Simple Equations, Cubic Equations, Biquadratic Equations, Simultaneous Equations, Factorizations and Differential Calculus, Partial Fractions, Integration by
partial Fractions, Pythagoras Theorem, Appolonius Theorem, Analytical Geometry Hints & Solutions
The books in this bite-sized new series contain no complicated techniques or tricky materials, making them ideal for the busy, the time-pressured or the merely curious. Mathematics Made Easy is a short,
simple and to-the-point guide to mathematics. In just 96 pages, the reader will learn all the basics, from addition and subtraction to fractions and decimals. Ideal for the busy, the time-pressured or the
merely curious, Mathematics Made Easy is a quick, no-effort way to break into this fascinating topic.
Help your child be the top of the class with the best-selling home-study series from Carol VordermanLet Carol Vorderman help your child succeed in Maths. Maths Made Easy is one of Carol Vorderman's series
of workbooks packed with notes and tips to make learning about Maths easy and fun! Follow the exercises and activities with your child to strengthen their learning in school, then reward them with gold
stars for their efforts. Each title contains a progress chart so your child can keep track of all the exercises they have completed and parents' notes explain what children need to know at each stage and
what's being covered in the curriculum so you can support your child.This book teaches children how to solve maths problems that include decimals. Developed in consultation with leading educational
experts to support curriculum learning, Maths Made Easy (previous ISBN 9781405363662) is a great way to improve your child's maths skills - "the more you practise, the better you'll be!" Carol Vorderman
Basic mathematical principles are presented for self-study and review.
For Competitive Exams Vedic Mathematics MADE EASY
Retail Math-Made Simple 3rd Edition
Maths Made Easy
Maths Made Easy Ages 5-6 Key Stage 1 Advanced
Mathematics Made Easy: Flash

Help your child be the top of the class with the best-selling home-study series from Carol VordermanLet Carol Vorderman help your child succeed in Maths. Maths Made Easy is one of Carol Vorderman's series of workbooks packed with notes and tips to make learning about Maths
easy and fun! Follow the exercises and activities with your child to strengthen their learning in school, then reward them with gold stars for their efforts. Each title contains a progress chart so your child can keep track of all the exercises they have completed and parents' notes explain
what children need to know at each stage and what's being covered in the curriculum so you can support your child.Introduces numbers and helps children put them in the right order. Practise for counting, and reading and writing numbers as digits and words. Developed in consultation
with leading educational experts to support curriculum learning, Maths Made Easy (previous ISBN 9781405363594) is a great way to improve your child's maths skills - "the more you practise, the better you'll be!" Carol Vorderman
Help your child be the top of the class with the best-selling home-study series from Carol VordermanLet Carol Vorderman help your child succeed in Maths. Maths Made Easy is one of Carol Vorderman's series of workbooks packed with notes and tips to make learning about Maths
easy and fun! Follow the exercises and activities with your child to strengthen their learning in school, then reward them with gold stars for their efforts. Each title contains a progress chart so your child can keep track of all the exercises they have completed and parents' notes explain
what children need to know at each stage and what's being covered in the curriculum so you can support your child.This book features practise on percentages, the mean, median and mode of numbers, and work on plotting coordinates on a grid. Developed in consultation with leading
educational experts to support curriculum learning, Maths Made Easy (previous ISBN 9781405363686) is a great way to improve your child's maths skills - "the more you practise, the better you'll be!" Carol Vorderman
PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book and you will need paper and a pencil to complete the exercises. Introduce your child to maths problem solving in this KS2 maths book from Carol Vorderman. Includes real-life problems, Problem Solving Made Easy Key Stage 2 is a
curriculum-linked workbook that will help your child think, explore, test, and verify. It covers a variety of upper Key Stage 2 maths topics, including decimals, area, time, and money problems. There is plenty of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division practice too. This
problem solving ebook will boost your child's power of maths reasoning in a fresh and fun way. The best-selling Made Easy series of home-learning workbooks is closely linked to the national curriculum and makes learning easy and fun! Each title includes exercises and activities to
strengthen your child's learning in school. A parents' section contains answers, tips and guidance so parents can support their child's learning.
The Maths Made Easy series aims to bring maths to life. The books are designed to be simple and friendly and feature little characters which encourage the child to count and play with them. Pages in the books are photocopiable so they can be used again and again.
Calculus Made Easy
Everyday Mathematics Made Easy
Math Made Easy
A Quick and Easy Guide to Mental Math and Faster Calculation
New Number Fun Maths Made Easy – 2
Confidently solve and anticipate solutions to everyday situations where math is needed with the illustrated step-by-step instruction of Everyday Math Made Easy.
Differentiate math instruction using Guided Math Made Easy for grade 1. This 96-page book includes large-group lessons that are paired with smaller, individualized mini-lessons at three levels of difficulty. The lessons support NCTM standards, which allows for
easy integration into an existing math curriculum. The book includes reproducibles and aligns with state, national, and Canadian provincial standards.
This book gives full explanations on how to solve many problems that are part of the 4th grade curriculum.
Illustrated with kids’ favorite characters from Marvel and DC Comics, each 'Math Made Easy' workbook is filled with exercises for home learning that feature problems and practice questions. Math has never been as exciting as it is with Superman, Spider-Man,
Batman, and Wolverine!
Math Made Easy: Third Grade
Easy as Pi
Guided Math Made Easy, Grade 2
Carol Vorderman's Maths Made Easy
New Number Fun Maths Made Easy – Primer B
Differentiate math instruction using Guided Math Made Easy for grade 2. This 96-page book includes large-group lessons that are paired with smaller, individualized mini-lessons at three levels of difficulty. The lessons support NCTM standards, which allows for easy integration into an existing math
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curriculum. The book includes reproducibles and aligns with state, national, and Canadian provincial standards.
Mathematics Made Simple
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